Planning application for
new nitrate removal facility
Important works to secure the local water supply
and help maintain the River Oughton

Why do we need to do this?
The River Oughton is an important chalk stream near Hitchin in
North Hertfordshire.
Affinity Water is applying to North Hertfordshire District Council
for planning permission for a new building to house a nitrate
treatment plant at its Oughton Head site.
The River Oughton flows northeast between Oughtonhead
Common and Oughtonhead Nature Reserve, a well-used and
much loved place within the local community. Since 1966,
Affinity Water has operated a facility at Oughton Head to
abstract groundwater from the chalk aquifer.

Groundwater abstraction from Oughton Head into supply was
suspended in 2013 due to the rising concentrations of nitrates in
the water. This source could not be used to feed into the supply
network for customers without further treatment.
Water demand within Affinity WaterÕs supply area is projected
to increase, and this increased demand for water means that
we must look at all sources to ensure future supplies are not
affected, including our facility at Oughton Head.
We are permitted to restart abstraction immediately, but the
water cannot be used to supply our network without treatment.

Aquifers provide sources of groundwater and alongside rivers
and infrastructure to collect surface water like reservoirs, provide
the supply for the UKÕs drinking water.

By consolidating our existing facilities on the site into a single
building, we will be able to add a process to significantly reduce
the concentration of nitrates from the groundwater.

Approval of the application will allow Affinity Water to treat the
water it is allowed to abstract and feed it into its supply network
to meet the rising demand for water.

This will allow us to feed the water into our supply network
and help provide a resilient supply to local communities.

Find out more
To find out more about the proposals,
please visit the project website at
www.affinitywateroughtonhead.info

About the proposal
Design of the buildings

Site layout plan

Similar site
	This is an equivalent site, currently in operation near Hitchin.
The Oughton Head facility will look similar.

Planning considerations
The building is designed to fit within the agricultural landscape
and will be screened by trees. An example of a similar building
can be seen at our facility near Hitchin (pictured).

Why we stopped abstraction in 2013
Nitrate concentrations in aquifers can build over time due to
fertilisers used in agriculture and horticulture seeping into the
ground, alongside urban and industrial waste water.
All Affinity Water facilities are continually monitored for
quality and in 2013 nitrate concentrations in the abstracted
water at Oughton Head were rising close to the maximum
permitted standard.
Due to the concentration of nitrates in water from the
Oughton Head borehole, this source could no longer be
used to feed into the supply network for customers and
groundwater abstraction was suspended that year.

How this application will affect
the River Oughton
If granted planning permission for the new building, Affinity
Water will restart water abstraction under its existing licence.
Not only will this provide a sustainable source of drinking
water to relieve pressure on supply to the local community,
but it will also ensure that the river levels in the River
Oughton are actively maintained. This means the wildlife
and habitats that so many enjoy along its banks will also be
protected and at less risk to natural events that could reduce
flows into the river.

Sustainable preservation of the River Oughton
Affinity Water maintains a licence from the Environment Agency
to abstract water from Oughton Head to meet the local demand
for water.
We are not applying for permission to abstract water from this
facility. We are already permitted to do that under our licence
from the Environment Agency granted in 1966 and updated
in 2020.
Since 1996, Affinity Water has ensured water levels in the River
Oughton are maintained to a minimum level in the Spring area
when the site is in operation.
This is managed through a river support scheme and a process
called augmentation, where we feed groundwater from our
borehole into the river at the spring head.

If planning permission is refused
Affinity Water will not restart abstraction unless nitrate
concentrations decline naturally, and we will not be able to
support the river from this source whilst nitrate levels are high.
Low river levels can have an adverse impact on the ecology and
health of wildlife, including fish stocks and birds. For example,
droughts in 2017 and 2019, when we were not abstracting
from Oughton Head or able to support the river through
augmentation, caused the River Oughton flow to run low.

Long periods without rain and hot summers can affect the
groundwater table and in turn reduce the amount of water naturally
rising to feed into the stream from the aquifer. This was observed
during the period when Oughton Head has not been abstracting.
In the event that natural events like a lack of rainfall cause the river
level to drop, we simply pump abstracted water in, to keep
it at an agreed level.
The amount of water required when needed to top up the river
to a minimum level is taken from the daily abstraction volume
or quota. So, no more water is taken from the borehole than
permitted under the licence and agreed with the Environment
Agency in order to protect flows and the ecology.
Water abstraction at Oughton Head has been proven over decades
under a range of hydrological conditions to be sustainable.

Our commitment to saving
chalk streams
Our mission is to provide high quality water and take care
of our environment, now and for future generations. We are
committed to ending unsustainable abstraction.
The River Oughton is a valuable chalk stream. Our operations at
Oughton Head, in accordance with the licence conditions, will
help maintain a healthy environment for wildlife and habitats.

Details of Affinity WaterÕs supply area can be found at: www.affinitywater.co.uk/my-water/our-supply-area
Details of Affinity WaterÕs chalk stream conservation work can be found at:
www.affinitywater.co.uk/corporate/environment/chalkstreams
More information on chalk stream conservation:
www.chalkstreams.org/
www.chilternsaonb.org/about-chilterns/chalk-streams
www.wwf.org.uk/where-we-work/uk-rivers-and-chalk-streams

Contact us
If you have any questions about the proposals, please contact us:
Email: team@affinitywateroughtonhead.info

